WILLIAM GARVEY
FURNITURE

DESIGNERS & MAKERS

FINISHES AND CARE GUIDE
Samples available on request
AVAILABLE FINISHES
Basins:
Sinks:
Baths:
Duck Board/Shower Grids:
Tiles:

Marine Lacquer
Oiled or Hot Washed
Marine Lacquer or Hot Washed
Marine Lacquer or Hot Washed
Marine Lacquer

For more information of our teak products please follow this link.
MARINE LACQUER
This finish is a specially formulated PU lacquer with a 10% gloss level.
- Our lowest maintenance finish.
- Duckboards, shower grids and trays are finished with a non-slip version of the lacquer.
- Can be cleaned with standard limescale removers that are non-abrasive and do not contain bleach.
- Please consider: Should the lacquer be damaged it would need to be promptly repaired professionally.
OIL
Our oiled sinks are finished with a biocide free, vegetable based, food safe teak oil.
- Easy application of oil for maintenance and refreshing of finish.
- Ensured longevity and water tightness even if heavy pans and sharp objects are dropped.
- Simple cleaning with non-scratch scouring pad and/or microfibre cloths in direction of the grain. Chemical cleaners not
recommended.
- Please consider: Requires regular oil application for effective protection.
HOT WASH
A hot wash finish is timber in its most natural state. Our hot wash process ensures the timber stays smooth and tactile even
when repeatedly wetted. Hot washed teak will gently patinate over time.
- Ensured longevity and water tightness for sinkseven if heavy pans or sharp objects are dropped.
- Can be cleaned with Vim scouring powder and microfibre cloths in working in grain direction.
- Please consider: Unprotected nature of the timber means it is prone to staining.
LIME SCALE
Please be aware if our products are to be fitted in hard water areas, we strongly recommend the installation of a water softener. Due to darker timber tones and open grain nature of teak, lime scale will be more easily visible on our products than on
traditionally white ceramic items.
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